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I. Comprehension: (6marks) 

The text:  

         Sam is an eleven year old boy who lives with his parents; John and Mary who are teachers, 

his younger brother Tom and his little sister Sandy. They are from England.  

Tony is tall and slim; his eyes are brown and his hair is black. His brother Tom is short but slim 

too, his eyes are blue and his hair is blond. They go everyday to school to meet their friends. 

They love their school very much.  

1) Answer with True or False: (2 marks) 

1- Sam is Tunisian:                False 

2- Tom has black hair:           True 

3- Sam is eleven:                    True 

4- Sandy is Sam’s mother:     False 

 

2) Complete the following paragraph from the text: (2 marks)  

John is Sam’s  father . He is a  teacher . John lives with his family in England 

his children Sam and Tom study at school they love it very much. 

 

3) Find the opposites of these words in the text: (2 marks)  

Fat # slim 

Tall  # short 

II. Language: (8marks) 

Task n°1: Match (2.5 marks)  

A B 

1- This is my mother,  a- their names are Bill and Sam. 

2- How old are you? b- I am from England. 

3- These are my brothers, c- his eyes are blue. 

4- Where are you from? d- I am eleven years old. 

5- Tom is my father,  e- her name is Sarah.  
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1+e 2+d 3+a 4+b 5+c 

Task n°2: Complete with: This is / These are: (2.5 marks) 

 

1- This is my father. 

2- These are my parents.  

3- This is  my grandma. 

4- This is her father. 

5- These are her sisters. 

 

Task n°3: Complete with: small – have got – old – am – very – hair (3marks) 

Hello! I am Suzy. I have got  long hair and small eyes. My little brother is five years old , he is very 

kind. I love him very  much. 

 

III. Writing: (6marks) 

 

Task n°1: Reorder these words to get sentences: (3marks) 

 

you / How / are / old / ?  

How old are you ? 

meet / too / to / you / Nice / .  

Nice to meet you too. 

Everyday / go / school / we / to  / . 

Everyday we go to school . 

 

Task n°2:  Write about yourself: (3 marks)  

 

Hello! My name is …. .I am 12 years old . I am from Tunisia and i live in Sousse . 
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Sousse is a nice and big city . 

Hello ! My name is …. . I am a 12 year old boy / girl . I am tall / short . I have got blue / brown 

eyes and long black hair .  

 

Hello ! My name is …. . I am a Tunisian boy / girl . I study in a big school and my parents are 

English teachers . I have got 2 sisters . They are 8 and 6 . And one little brother he is 2 . I love my 

family very much . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GOOD LUCK   


